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lincreasedl Correlation in Bear Markets
Rachel Campbell, Kees Koedijk, and Paul Kofman
A number of studies have promded .evidence of increased correlations in
global financiai market retums during bear markets. Other studies,
haujever, have shown that some of this evidence may be biased. We derive
an alternative to. prem(ni.s estimators for iptplied correlation that is based
on measures of portfolio daionside risk an4 that: does not suffer from bias.
Tlie unbiased quantik corrtlation estirmtes are directly applicable ta
poTtfoUo optimization and to risk mmagement techniques in generaL This
simple and practical method capt.ures the increasing correkiion in extreme
market condititms while providing apragmstic approach to understanding
correlation structure in muUivarkie retutn iistrihutions. Based on data
for jntaTtational equih/ markets, we.found evidence of significant increased
correlation in intemationai etiuity returns in bear markets. This finding
proves the importance of promding s tail-adjusted mean-variance
covariance matrix.
C
orrelation estimates form the core of analy-
sis of the risk-return trade-off associated
with investment portfolios. Low correlation
is desirable from an investment perspective;
diversification benefits materialize when a fall in
one market is offset by a rise in another market. If
the tendency is for all markets to fall simuita-
neously, however, the benefits of diversification
will be overstated.. Recent research into whetlier
correlation has changed overitoe has generally
used either multivariate G.A.RCH (generalized
autoregressive conditional heteros<:edasticit\') or
regime-switcliing models, which can capture tlrie
time-varying nature of volatilit;y and correlation.
Longin and Solnik (1995) and Karolyi and St!.3b
(1996) found that time-varying correlation esti-
mates have increased in recent sample periCNds.
Although the finding that correlations vary over
time does not necessarily imply that correlations
depend on the size of market movements, conela-
tions were foiarid to have increased, particularly in
periods of decreasing global market retums—tliat
is,, during bear markets.
Correlation estimates iJiat are conditional on
the size of market movements sm of considerable
relevance to investment analysts because it is fc
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times of extreme market conditions that the bene-
fits from diversification (and the effect of low cor-
relations) are most urgently needed. A number of
studies have dealt with the estimation of size-
deperident correlation—Ramchand and Susmel
(1998), Longin and Solnik (2001), Boyer, Gibson,
and Loretan (1999), and Loretan and English (2000).
In all thiese studies, a correlation structure was
estimated conditional on market returns falling
below (or above) a prespecified retum level. The
conditioriing was applied to either a single compo-
nent or to both components of the joint retum
distributiion.
Such approaches to estiniating size-dependent
correlation invariably suffer from a theoretical esti-
mation bias, which invalidates the estimates from
a practical perspective. Proper adjustment for this
bias is required, therefore, before applying the esti-
mates to investment analysis. As it turns out, the
bias depends not only on the choice of extreme
returns (i.e., the nature of the conditioning on the
size of the joint return) but also on the assumed
luiderlying Joint return distribution. Boyer et al.
and Loretan and English, for example, conditioned
the correlation estimates on one component of the
bivariate Romial return distribution. They then
estimated the truncated conditional correlation for
bivariate return observations in which one of the
retums exceeded a certain threshold leveL Unfor-
Irunately, one carmot straightforwardly compare
these conditional truncated correlation estimates
with unconditiorial correlation estimates to draw
conclusions with regard to constant correlations in
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the tails of the joint retam distributions. By truncat-
ing a joint retumi, distribution with constant corre-
lation., the conditional truncated correlation will be
biased downward for increasing tlireshold levels
(i.e., more extreme market conditions). The quali-
tative implicati^on of this phenomenon is an
increase iii how oftai one woulcl reject the assump-
iiori of constant correlation. Butler ,and Jcaquin
(2000) alsO' used this appxoach and co'jrrected their
estimates based on estimated Sharpe ratios.
When researchers drop the normality assump-
tion in favor of a fatter-tailed alternative bivariate
disMbution,, the picture is quite different. In this
approach, the truncation causes a,ti upward bias for
more extreme market movements. Hence, the fre-
quency with, which one would reject constant cor-
relation decreases. This approach is discussed and
illustrated for the f-dlstiibution in detail in Camp-
beli, Forbes, Koedijk, and Kofman (2001).
An alternative approach, which Longin and
Solnik (2OO''l) took, is to estimate conditi.onal corre-
la'don that is condildcmal, on the re-tum series falling
belovi/ or above a prespeeified level of return. By
considering only instances when both thresholds
are exceeded, qne obtains a "quadrant" of relevant
reliim obsenfations. When one is moving into the
bivariate tail of flie distribation, one includes only
those joint returnobservations tbiat fall into smaller
and smaller quadrants of a scatterpkrt of the joint
retiams. The conditional correlation structure from
such 3n approach converges to zero as one moves
further into either tail of the distribution. Hence, a
theorett.cal bias, similar to that of the previous
aplfiroaches, OCCUK sjmply,because of the way the
conditioning extreme obseivations are defined.
Portfolio managers and risk managers require
a m,earfingful fist practical inteip.retation of the con-
ditional ciofrelsation islTucl:ure ol the joint return
distributions of global finiandal assets. To apply
coriditional correlati.on estimates to investment
analysis, the condiiHonal correlation structure
needs to be adjusted to account for the theoretical
estimation bias and thus requires knowledge of the
nature of the condiiioning used. Arsg and Chen
(2000), fof example, corrected lor the induced bias
by using ,both single and j:oitit component condi-
tioning teclhiilques to analyze asymmetrical corre-
lations in;tlie U.S. equity miarkets.
Managers need a thorough understanding of
the' conditioning Itechnique used to obtain size-
dependent estimates before considering applica-
tion of any size-conditioiral correiati.on measure.
For a size-deperident corre'Iati,on measure to be of
practical use in portfolio analysis or risk manage-
ment, it should relate to the correlation measure
typically used by practitioners. Prefe.rably, the con-
ditional correlation measure v/ould be indepen-
dent of the nature of the conditioning used.
Th.erefore,, instead of adjusting conditional cor-
relation estimates for the theoretical bias by using
the truncated or quadrant conditioning approaches,
we propose an alternative approach to estimating
the conditional correlation strxicture. We condition
the correlation measure in a manner consistent with
portfolio value at risk (VAR). irhe advantage is that
our correlaiion estimates for portfolio retums are
CDnditionedl on portfolio retums falling below a
prespecified worst-case portfolio quantile, instead
of on fhe retums of either one or both of the assets
falling below a given threshold level.
This approach has a number of advantages.
First, it is in keeping with how correlation is
applied in portfolio management and risk manage-
ment. Our correlation measures can be applied
directly to both Markowitz-style portfolio optimi-
zation and to VAR analysis. Second, the approach
is easily generalized from the bivariate to a multi-
variate scenario. By using portfolio retxirns, we
effectively collapse the multidimensional case into
a one-dimensional case (i.e., a univariate portfolio
retum distribution). A third advantage is the char-
acterization of the conditional correlation structure
that is derived. For a broad class of elliptical distri-
butions with constant correlations, the theoretical
conditional correlation is equivalent to the theoret-
ical unconditional correlation. A manager can
directly attribute many deviations from this corre-
lation to size-dependent correlations without hav-
ing to worry about measurement bias. Hence, in a
sense, the measure is "conditioning free."
Conditionai Correlation Structure
To deten-nine how the correlation structure changes
over the return distribution of two financial time
series, one has to make a decision about which
retums to condition. A correlation measure condi-
tional on the size of the joint asset retums can be
defined in various ways. We propose a measure
derived from the literature on VAR.^ The size-
conditional correlation measure follows directly
from VAR measurement and provides a simple
methodology for estimating the correlation struc-
ture implicit in joint portfolio retums without resort
to extreme-value-theory estimation or fully para-
metric modeling of the joint return distribution. The
use of our quantile correlation measure, with the
conditioning on the downside support of ihe joint
distribution of returns, is in line y/ith current port-
folio management techniques.
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By using the VAR methodology, we are able to
estimate the probabilifrir of a portfolio's reti3,m
failing below a thre.shold (V,AR) return with a pre-
specified confidence level. With constanl correla-
tion over the joint return distribution assumed, th,e
probability^ of the portfoiio return falling below this
V,AR level is a weighted average of the probabilities
of 'the individual assets" retu,rns iin the portfolio
falling belO'W tliis VAR level. As we increase conii-
dence levels, we move further out into the tails of
the joint portfolio distribution and the VAR
increases. If at tl\e same time, however, the correla-
tion between the assets' returns increases, the port-
folio's VAR will exceed the weighted average ol the
individual VARs. We invert this relationship, and
by observing the difference between the portfolio
VAR and the VAR levels for the individual assets
in the portfolio, we can determine exactly how the
correlation structure changes as we move further
out into the tails of the joint retum dbfiibution.
VAR quantile estimation can be summarized
in terms of a quantile retxirn q^, where c denotes
the confidence level that v/ill not be exceeded with
(1 - c) percent probability. Assuming jointly nor-
mally distributed returns with a mean of 0 and a
standard deviation of o, the quantile retu.m is sim-
ply a function of the standard deviation of the
univariate normal distribution:
where ^, is the (1 - c) percent quantile of the stan-
dardized normal distribution. Writing Equation 1
as a portfolio quantile, squaring it, and substituting
its components for the portfolio variance produces
2 2 2 2
(2)
where n^ and w^^ are the weights of two assets, q^
and qy, and Cjpgrf,c is the portfolio retum for confi-
dence level c. Replacing the individual standard
deviations by their VAR quantiie companion esti-
mates gives a conditional correlation measure:
- (3)
We call the measure in Equation 3 the "quantile
correlation measure." For a nonnal distribution, we
can simplif}^ Equation 3 so that the quantile corre-
lation is constant for increasing quantiles:
PQ=P- (4)
Of course, in the case of normality, because correla-
tion is bounded by -1 < p < 1, the quantile correla-
tion is also bounded by -1 < pQ < 1.
international Equity Markets
To see how the correlation structure changes over
the joint distribution of international equity
retarns, we compared, under the assumption of
bivariate normal retum distributions, the empirical
correlation structure to the (constant) theoretical
quantile correlation structure. We could then com-
prehensively answer the question of whether large
movements (of either sign) in equity markets are
more highly correlated than small movements. We
used dail];^ data from DataStream for the United
States, tlie United Kingdom, France, and Germany.
ITiese markets were studied by Longin and Solnik
(2001), but we used a higher frequency of sam-
pling.^ This data $et extends from May 1990
through December 1999 (i.e., 2,500 observations).
The average retum on the S&P 500, FTSE 100,
CAC 40, and DAX100 indexes was about 15 percent
in the sample period, close to twice the retum on
the 10-year U.S. DataStream Government Bond
Index. The equity index retums were two to three
times as volatile, however, as the U.S. Government


















































Note: Number of observations = 2,500.
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All of the retum sedes exhibit highly signifi-
ca,nt excess kiirtosis, and all except the FTSE 100
exhibit significant negative skewness. The iniplica-
tiom .is that all the return dlsiributions have greater
probability mass in Ihe tails of the di9tributi.ons
than the normal distribution would predict. There-
fore, the probability of large movements in the
stock and fxmd markets is greater tlian tlie assump-
tion of n,onTially,'distributed.,returns would predict.
Eteyiations from normality may have irnplfcatioms
for the correlation structure of Ihe bivariate distri-
bution, which we estimate later.
In Table 2, we provide the uncon,ditional cor-
relaSon estipiates for the retams of tlie various
international indexes. IThe unconditional con-ela-
tion, between the S&P SOO and the European stock
markefii averaged 0.33S ,in. the period studied; the
unoonditional correlation between the European
markets was ,mu,ch higher, averaging 0.620. This
greater com-oviarjuent of Eiaopear)., stock markets
restilted in almost 40 percent (0,620^) of stock price
moireiTiente beiflg: common to, the European mar-
kets, whereas only about 10 percent (01338'^) of
stock price movements were common to both the
U.S. and European markets. The unconditional cor-
relation between stock market and bond market
returns was low, as expected; 'the domestic congela-
tion between the S&P 500 and the U.S. Government
Bond indexes was only 0.272. The correlation
betwreen the European ma.rkets and U.S. govem-
ment'bonds averaged a mere 0.084.
Based on the estimates of the unconditional
correlations, we c«m parameterize the bivariate nor-
mal distribution. We are now .in a position to esti-
mate ,tJie conditional quantile correlation structure
based on Ae historical data and compare it with the
theoretical quanlile correlation sh-ucture. Figure 1
ii5 a pjot of the estimated empiriccil quantile corre-
lation structure for the S&P 500 and the FTSE
agatniiSt the theoretical correlation structure, under
the assumption of bivariate normality for the left
tail of fre distribution. We also plotted the 95 per-
cent coriufidence interval for the estimates, and
indeed, the ,data violate the assum,ption of normal-
ily and' constant correlation only in the tails of the
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• VAR Correlation Normality
- 95 Percent Lower and Upper Confidence !nten,'als
Notes: Based on data for May 19910 through Etecember 1999. The empirical quantile correlation estimates
for cumulative percentiles of the joint retum distribution are compared with the bivariate normal
distribution with correlation coefficient 0.349.
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distribis'Lion (for quanffles greater than 95 percent).
Up to the 95 percent level, we cannot reject tjie null
of constant correlation. Thereafter (i.e., further out
iir\ the tails of the distribution), the correlation
appears to increase significantly above the uncon-
ditional correlation. If the assumption of bivariate
normality is reasonable, then allowances should be
made for greater correlation of large naovements in
bull and bear markets. We also simulated quantiie
correlations with bivariate Student f-distribuiions.
ITie same qualitative results held for 'the quantile
correlation estimator. The theoretical quantile cor-
relation is still constant and equal 'to the uncondi-
tional correlation. The only difference is that, the
standard error bands are considerably wider;




Having observed an increase in conditional quan-
tiie correlation during bull and bear markets, we
now consider its relevance to the portfolio alloca-
tion decision. In modem portfolio theory, mean-
variance investors maximize expected retum for a
given level of risk, as determined by the variance
of the unconditional return distribution. No allow-
ance is made for investors who weigh losses more
heavil)'- than gains or weigh large losses more
heavily (Jian small losses. Risk is a purely symmet-
rical measure, and correlation is assumed to be
constant (i.e., size independent). So, even if inves-
tors did attribute greater risk to large losses, the
assumption of joint normality would still result in
the same mean-variance-efficient portfolio. How-
ever, as we have seen, deviations from normality
exist with increased probability mass hi the tails of
the return distribution, which results irt an increase
in 'the coitelations of large negative movements in
equity markets. This phenojnenon has serious
implications for portfolio m.anagement.
llie benefits to international diversification
depend crucially on assets being less thasi perfectly
correia'ted. These benefits would be severely eroded
by mcreasing correlation between asset retums in
tJie tails of their joint distributions. Iri fact, when
most needed, during, bear markets, tiie protection
offered by diversification would rapidly erode.
Investors w«ried, about greater downside risk from
increased conditiorial correlation require a reformu-
lation of the mean-variance portfolio allocation
model. Ins'tead of maximizing e:>cpec'ted retums
given the unconditional variance-covariance
matrix, such investors need to maximize expected
retums given a taB-adjusted variance-covariance
matrix. Qn,ce we know the appropriate level of
down.side risk of concern 'to the investor, we can
substi'tute. the 'uncoriditional correlations by their
condiMorial quantile correlation equivalents for that
level of downside risk. Table 3 contains the average
percentage: increase in cc»rrelia,tion (conditional
q«antile Ainiis tmcoi'iditional) required for a range
of dlownside-risk levels.
The results illustrate ttial for investors or risk
m,anagers. concerned with downside risk at the 90-
95 percent le\fel, little adjustin.eiit iri correlation
input is required for estimating the risk-return
Table 3. Quantile Correlation Adjustments, May 1990-December 1999
__ _ __ .^ 10-Year U.S.
Government
S&P 500 FfSElOO CAC40 DAX 100 Bond
A. 90-95 percent confidence level
S&P 500 I —
FTSE 100 I -5.2%
CAC 40 8.0
DAX 100 I -9.8
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trade-off in global equity markets. The conditional
quantile correla'ticn estimates provide evidence of
si'ightly lower correlatioris between global markets
when conditioning on the 90-95 percent downside
quantile of the joint return distribution; the
decrease is insignificant, however, for all series.
Only ioT the co'crtbination of S&.P 500 ,rettims and
the CAC 40 retums do we find any evidence of
increased correlation in this range. In particular, the
quantile correlaition betwfeen the U.S. equitj^ an.d
U.S. bond market shows evidence of greater diver-
sification benefits than when the analysis is based
on the unconditional correlation estimate.
Once we focus on more extreme downside risk,
however, we find significant evidence of large
increases in the conditional quantile correlation
within global equity returns and between bond
market returns and global equitjf returns. The S&P
500 .and th,e FTSE show the greatest increase, 31
percent, Ln conditional quantile correlation. Thus,
for investors and risk managers who require a
greater degree of cortfidence in their portfo.lio or
ris|c management recommendations, the benefits
arising from international diversification are signif-
icantly curtailed.
In Figure 2, we have plotted two efficient fron-
tiers to gauge the trade-off between risk and return
as a portfolio moves ftom a 100 percent investment
in the FTSE to a lO'O percent investment in the S&P
500- The trade-off is significantly greater when
using, the higher conditional correlation of 0.457 for
the 95-99 percent quantiles than when using the
unconditional correlation of 0.349. The risk incurred
to achieve a given amount of retum is thus greater.
The im.plication is that dov/nside risk increases
durijig bear markets. Therefore, an investor will be
better off using conditional mean-varian.ce optimi-
zation in such circumstances. For example, if we
assume a risk-free rate of 7 percent, the optim^ai
allocation on the efficient frontier when we use the
tmconditioria] correlation measure is a 55 percent
holding in the S&F 500 and a 45 percent holding in
the FTSE. To maintain the same level of risk as
when using the unconditional correlation measure
would, then,, require a 10.5 percent holding in the
risk-free rate, a 50 percent holding in the S&P 500,
and a 39.5 percent holding in the FTSE.
Conclusions
Volatility is time varying and should be modeled
accordingh/; In a multivariate context, therefore,
correlation should also be modeled as a time-
dependent variable. Market lore and intuition tell
us that the observed time variation in correlation
may also be a proxy for size dependency in corre-
lation. In particular, large negative retums from
interriational equity markets tend to coincide much
more frequently than would reasonably be
expected from the unconditional return correlation.
Early attempts to capture the size dependency in
correlations have so far been hampered by biased
estimates and size conditioning that defy practical
use in portfolio allocation. We have proposed, using
a correlation estimator that does not suffer from
these shortcom.ings.
Figure 2. Efficient Frontiers Based on Unconditional and Conditional
Correlations: S&P 500 and FTSE 100
0.16 -
0.14
0.100 0.105 O.nO 0.115 0.120 0.125 0.130 0.135 0.140 0.145 0.150
Risk, a
— Unconditional Correlation (0.349) Conditional Correlation (0.457)
Note: Based on annual data for May 1990 through December 1999.
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Our quantile correlation estimator conditions
crs the qiiantiies of the multivariate distribution of
portfolio retums. Because these quantiles are well
established in fhe porti'olio VAR literature, they
allow the conditional correlation estimator to be
analyzed In a portfolio contex'L, Thus, the quantiie
correlation measure can be directly 'applied to port-
folio' allocation, which makes it appealing from a
practitioner's pcint of view. An additional, advan-
tage is its lack of bias, which allows a direct com-
parison of the conditional quantile correlation with
the unconditional correlation.
Using data on international stock market index
returns, we found evidence of increasing correla-
tion in the tails, indicating contagion between
financial markets for more extreme market move-
ments. This phenomenon requires that investors
use an amended variance-covariance matrix for
mean-variance portfolio analysis and risk manage-
ment when concerned about downside risk.^ Dur-
ing times of extreme bear markets, tihe effect from
diversification is crucial; at such times, therefore,
using the correlation estimates ithat incorporate the
additional downside risk is crucial. The implica-
tions for portfolio allocation and risk management
are serious because' the beriiefits of diversification
are partly eroded when itliey are needed most.
The authors would like to thank Frans de Roon, Stephen
Satchell, and participants at the 2000 Forecasting
Financial Markets conference and the Bernoulli Society
2000 Quantitative Methods in Finance conference for
valuable comments. Any errors are the responsibility of
the authors.
Notes
See (Orion (199i3, 1997) and Linsmeier and Pearson (2000)
for an introduction and discussion of VAR in practice.
Longin and Soinik (2001) used monthly data for 1959-1996.
See Caimpbell, Huisman, and Koedijk (2001) for portfolio
optimization using a downside-risk model.
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